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Starter 
Give each person in the group an opportunity to name the best marriage they have ever witnessed, 
and what makes it so in their opinion. 
 
Discussion 

1. Read Genesis 2:15-24 and Exodus 20:14 
What can the group members conclude about the union between a man and women and how 
God ‘feels’ about it?  
[God created it; It reflects who God is; It’s a covenant not a contract; It is to be guarded…. 
there may be others beyond these sermon related observations] 

2. Echad is a Hebrew word translated ‘one’. In the context of the union between  
man and woman, it implies becoming so tightly entwined you can’t tell one part from the other. 
What does this meaning suggest about the bond of marriage? 
[Echad was never intended to be broken] 

3. Pastor Kyle suggests 3 reasons for marriage. Have the group list them and  
discuss their thoughts and observations about them. 
[Friendship; Partnership; Family] 

4. Adultery is in the top 4 sins spoken of most frequently in the Bible. It sits right  
after idolatry, self-righteousness and murder. Read Proverbs 6:32, Hebrews 13:4 and 
Matthew 5:27, 28 Pastor Kyle suggests adultery is not a LOVE issue (I just don’t love him/her 
anymore) but a HEART issue. In light of what you have discussed so far and the passages just 
read why might you have to conclude that this is accurate? 

5. One of the perceptions that Pastor Kyle listed that individuals use to legitimize a  
wandering heart is that ‘we all deserve to be happy’. Why do we think that’s an objective of 
marriage and how destructive is this assumption?  
[Happiness is a byproduct of a solid God centered marriage NOT an objective] 

 
Digging Deeper: 
Francis and Lisa Chan have written a book called ‘You and Me Forever-Marriage in Light of Eternity’.  
Consider investing in it for yourself or for group study. For couples, you can find an abbreviated 
devotional version on Youversion. 


